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Energy Options Awarded Schneider Electric’s 2014 Elite Partner Award
This marks Energy Options’ sixth consecutive year receiving the award
Edison, NJ – May 18, 2015 – Energy Options, a division of Albireo Energy, today announced the receipt of Schneider
Electric’s 2014 Elite Partner Award. Schneider recognizes their top representatives with the Elite Partner Award each
year, and 2014 marks the sixth consecutive year Energy Options has received the Elite Partner designation.
Energy Options has been a partner of Schneider Electric since 1979, starting as the third Andover Controls
representative in the world. Their smart building solutions, which include building automation solutions and
optimization services along with plant controls and energy services have been installed in hundreds of complex
facilities including data centers, pharmaceuticals, healthcare, and commercial buildings throughout the northeast
region of the U.S. As required by Schneider Electric, Energy Options sales, engineering and operations personnel go
through a stringent training program, ensuring high-quality implementations are maintained.
“Energy Options consistently meets or exceed Schneider Electric’s requirement to deliver high quality solutions and
remarkable customer satisfaction results,” stated Benjamin Murphy, Director, Northeast Partners for Schneider
Electric. “They are a valued partner and early adopter of our tools and products.”
“Our partnership with Schneider Electric is invaluable to Energy Options and is an additional reason our clients
choose to do business with us,” stated Brad Freemen, Divisional President, Energy Options. “As a partner of
Schneider Electric, it is comforting to know that Energy Options always has the full support of the Schneider Electric
factory and field organization. We look forward to continuing to grow our relationship with Schneider Electric.”
About Energy Options
Energy Options, a division of Albireo Energy, is a premier building automation and energy services provider serving
the northeast region of the U.S. since 1979. With over 40 professionals and access to industry leading technologies,
Energy Options provides superior services and solutions to data centers, biosciences, commercial real estate, and
mission critical facilities throughout NJ, NY, and adjacent areas.
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